Germany Student Visa
Germany is one of the rich and progressive nations, which is
known for excellent education system, tradition and
multicultural environment.
There are more than 300
universities in Germany that offer various study programs in
the domains of law, medicine, management, agriculture, health,
research and teaching. Gain fine knowledge on best courses and
stupendous options offered by the German universities that are
internationally recognized.
Every year thousands of overseas nationals flock to this
nation, to enjoy is world-class destinations, beaches,
landscapes and ancient sculptures.
Many international
students prefer Germany as their dream destination for higher
studies, as the top universities of this nation offer fine
education at low tuition fees, financial support in the form
of scholarship schemes, high quality of life and wide-range of
post-graduation prospects.

Education in top universities of
Germany
Few of the top universities of Germany offer more than 12000
study programs that are acknowledge world-wide. More than 17
institutions of Germany are ranked in world’s top 250 and 40
are included among the world’s top 650 universities. Pursuing
higher education, especially a bachelors’ degree from the
recognized universities of Germany is very easy, an individual
can easily acquire his or her degree within 12 or 24 months.
Based on the individual needs and requirements, he or she can
take up this graduation program as a full-time or a part-time
course.
If required, he or she can also work while studying to support
themselves financially. Series of study options offered by the

universities of Germany are undergraduate, graduate and
postgraduate degree. Apart from the masters and PhD programs,
its educational institutions also offer internship programs to
help a candidate learn some professional skills and to explore
his or her ideas.
If you are planning to apply for Germany student visa to
pursue higher studies, gain basic awareness on applying
process and its norms by approaching the leading immigration
consultants of Opulentus.

Basic requirements to apply for Germany
student visa:
Following are the requirements that an individual must meet to
apply for a visa:
Must possess a valid visa
Proficiency in English language
Must possess sufficient funds to support themselves in
the country
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Must meet character and health requirements
Why Opulentus?
Opulentus is an emerging visa consultancy that offers visa
services at affordable costs. We have certified visa experts
who offer excellent immigration services to global clientele.
Come to us today and resolve all your issues in no time.

